What tumours should we treat with focal therapy based on risk category, grade, size and location?
Focal therapy aims to reduce side-effects of active whole-gland therapies with an acceptable or noninferior oncologic benefit for the patient. The definition of the lesion to treat using this tissue-preserving approach is central, and there is a recent shift in considering more aggressive disease than in the past. This article examines recent consensus reports, assessment of emerging techniques, histologic considerations as well as results of trials and their development. Accumulation of evidence reinforces the concept of clinically significant disease. Latest histologic assessment studies specify the index lesion characteristics. Index lesion localization was accurately evaluated by both multiparametric MRI (mpMRI)-targeted and transperineal mapping biopsy techniques against reference standard. mpMRI continues its development in accurate disease stratification. Development of new treatment modalities allows the clinician to investigate treatment of a lesion in various zonal anatomy locations. Consensus reports establish the intermediate risk population as the target for focal therapy, leaving very low risk disease to surveillance. Reviews of past clinical trials, including intermediate risk population, reveal encouraging oncologic follow-up. Ongoing trials will test focal therapy of index lesion with surveillance of insignificant secondary lesions. Focal therapy should be investigated for intermediate risk population, leaving very low risk to surveillance. Detection and stratification techniques, namely mpMRI-targeted and transperineal biopsies, have an evolving role in lesion selection to confirm encouraging oncologic benefit for the patient.